Decision support system to assist mechanical ventilation in the adult respiratory distress syndrome.
This paper presents a knowledge-based decision support system to assist mechanical ventilation in patients with the Adult Respiratory Distress Syndrome (DSSARDS). The knowledge base uses clinical algorithms developed from interviews and seminars with experts. The system contains 140 rules, applies backward chaining and was built on an IBM-PC compatible microcomputer. Clinical and physiological data and ventilator settings were used for suggestions of ventilatory support mode (VSMODE) and settings (MVSET) and for hemodynamic evaluation and therapy (HEMO). Success rates (s) and kappa coefficient (k) were used to measure agreement between DSSARDS and physicians at 4 decision steps related to: beginning of mechanical ventilation (FIRSTSET), VSMODE, MVSET and HEMO, DSSARDS prototype was evaluated in a development phase with 6 patients aged 48.6 +/- 15.9 years. Agreement results for 142 decision steps were: FIRSTSET k = 0.90, s = 0.93; VSMODE k = 0.76, s = 0.92; HEMO k = 0.58, s = 0.70, MVSET k = 0.86, s = 0.92 (p < 0.05 for all k). Improvements in the knowledge base were performed mainly in HEMO and VSMODE modules. The subsequent test phase studied 5 patients aged 54.8 +/- 11.0 years in a total of 900 decision steps. Results were: FIRSTSET k = 0.93, s = 0.95; VSMODE k = 0.93, s = 0.96; HEMO k = 0.97, s = 0.99, MVSET k = 0.96, s = 0.97 (p < 0.05 for all k). The results indicate significant agreement between DSSARDS and physicians for all decision steps. This suggests that DSSARDS may be used as a support for decision making and a training tool for mechanical ventilation in patients with the adult respiratory distress syndrome.